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We know there are no atheists in foxholes. What about philosophers? There is at least one. Professor Moshe 

Halbertal is both professor of Jewish thought at the Hebrew University and professor of law at New York University. 

He is co-author of the Israel Defense Force code on military ethics. 

Other philosophers — from Thomas Aquinas to Michael Walzer — have debated the ethics of war. But Halbertal may be 

the only one to test these ethics in actual life and death situations. 

He himself served, as all Israelis do, in the army. “Professor Halbertal can be philosophical and very practical with two 

feet on the ground,” Noam Tibon, commander in charge of the officer training school, said in an interview in the New 

York University School of Law magazine. “What he teaches will be put into action tomorrow by our commanders.” 

So what does Halbertal say about battlefield ethics as Israel still faces formidable enemies on its 65th birthday today? 

He emphasizes four principles: 

First, necessity. Force can be used only for the purpose of the mission at hand and not more. For example, a door can 

be exploded in a home that is harboring terrorists, but the TV inside should not be intentionally broken. 

Second, distinction. Soldiers can target only combatants, not innocents. Halbertal emphasizes that “intentional killing 

of civilians is murder. Killing of soldiers is legitimate warfare.” 

Third, responsibility. That means minimizing the collateral damage to innocents. “We say it is justified if you do as 

much as possible to reduce harm to innocents, like warning civilians to leave their homes ... common practice of the 

Israel Defense Force before it employs fire power.” 

Fourth, proportionality. “Calculating precisely how much collateral civilian death, if any, is acceptable,” he says, “in 

order to eliminate a prominent military target.” 

Halbertal instructs the Israeli soldier to ask himself four questions: 

• “Did I use my weapon for the purpose of the mission or not?” 

• “Did I aim my weapon at those combatants who threatened or not?” 

• “Did I do all possible to minimize civilian collateral damage?” 

• “Was the collateral damage proportionate to the mission?” 

He does not give an A+ to all actions of warfare by Israel. For example, the destruction of homes of the families of 

terrorists when unrelated to military necessity is wrong and leaves unnecessary scars behind. Israel’s military properly 

acknowledged last weekend that it mistakenly bombed a home in Gaza last November and unnecessarily killed 12 

civilians. 

He acknowledges the difficulties of applying his ethical principles. War in the Mideast has changed. There are 

frequently no uniforms, and distinctions between combatants and noncombatants are erased. Soldiers have to be 

trained to make individual moral decisions, in what he calls “micro wars,” quickly and instinctively in the heat of battle, 

independent of generals at central command. 

Halbertal gives the Israeli army high marks for being “professional and moral, as a general norm.” Still, he notes, 

“there is work to do.” 

How does the use of drones alter battlefield ethics? The bar is raised, says Halbertal: “A judicial entity independent of 

the military should decide the necessity of targeted drone killing.” 

Practically, how are these ethical considerations to be inculcated in Israeli soldiers? Through repeated moral training 

alongside military training and the simulation of moral challenges in battle. That way, he says, the soldiers’ ethical 

response becomes as instinctive and immediate as his military response. 



I wonder if the government of Syria employs philosophers to gauge its own battle ethics in warring with its own 

civilians. Or does Hamas in the Gaza Strip weigh such moral quandaries when it lobs missiles into Israeli civilian 

towns? 

I suspect they do not, but maybe I am unaware. If they do, then perhaps the philosophers themselves could meet in 

neutral territory to discuss shared ethical rules of battle. Then by Israel’s 66th birthday, not only will we see a shared 

code of battlefield ethics, but the battles themselves might wither away. 
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